We present two critical
p~!rc~p
(a)). GSR ( Figure  4 ) removes U's as shown in Figure  3 (b). The input tree must be processed in top-down order to guarantee the following two results (see [4] for discussion and proofs):
;""'%-r"+ :'""%"4 (ii) all no-n; pathlengths in T'(N) are reduced or remain the same; and (iii) all Elmore delays tE~(n., ni) are reduced or remain the same. Figure  5 . The ERT algorithm generalizes to yield the Steiner Elmore routing tree (SERT) algorithm when we allow the new pin to connect to an edge of the existing tree, inducing a Steiner node at the point in the edge closest to the new pin.
In other word:, we find u @ V, (v, v') c E, and a new point w which minimizes the maximum Elmore delay from no to any sink in the tree (vu {u, w}, (E-{(V, V')}) u {(v, w), (W, v'), (rl, w) ). L We then add u and w to V, and
We address 2L the CSRT pro Iem y beginning with a tree containing the single edge (no, n.) in Step 1 of Figure  5 Figure  6 8hows the progressive growth of the SERT construction. Figure  7 cent sins the trees produced by SERT-C for each choice of critical node. Note that the tree constructed when node 3 or node 7 is critical is also the l-Steiner tree, and the tree constructed when node 8 is critical is the same as the generic SERT output . : SERT construction on 9-pin net using 1(2 parazneters; sinks numbered in order of distance from source (pin 1).
